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MESSAGE FOR THE SPECIAL APPARITION IN SAO CARLOS, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL,
TRANSMITTED BY THE MOST HOLY VIRGIN MARY TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

Dear children:

When a child of Mine calls Me with the truth of the heart, so that My presence radiates itself to the
world, My Immaculate Heart receives from God the permission to respond to this call. When I make
Myself present, I bring between My hands the Will of the Lord for each one who has summoned
Me.

My presence on Earth always has a spiritual reason. God allows Me to answer the call of the those
who most need My presence and of those who are ready to take a new step.

To those who have with fervor of spirit summoned My Immaculate presence, I say to them:

I bring, between my arms, the plans of the Lord for each one of your lives, and I bring between My
hands a luminous rosary that must traverse, bead by bead, the hands of the people.

The fire that lit the heart of those who call Me still must become bigger, before My presence, so that
they can sustain, through Faith and absolute Fidelity towards the Heart of God, the Will of the Lord
that descends through Me, and the new impulses of transformation that My Heart radiates.

How many are today before My presence, it is because their souls have called Me and I, answering
this call, I bring them to My Heart.

My beloveds, even if you do not have consciousness, all that hear My voice accept a commitment
with Me, all that become aware of My presence receive from the Lord the opportunity to start a new
cycle in life and in all of their existence, forgiving and redeeming the past to build in the Infinite a
new dwelling and a new learning.

If the Good News of My presence in the world has come to your little hearts, you must reflect
deeply about the responsibility that your hearts take on.

You are in a time of chaos, where Peace almost does not exist in the world, being called to live the
transformation of the heart, to be guided step by step on this path of conversion, guided by the
Queen of Heaven and Earth, crowned with stars by the Celestial angels and chosen by God to
prepare the world for the coming of the Redeemer.

The Lord observes with profound attention the response of His creatures, He knows each movement
of the human hearts and He knows the virtues and weaknesses of each one of His children.

My beloveds, My words resonate in a Universal way, so that all that come in touch with this Divine
Verb can feel My presence and discover in each word the strength and the impulse that they need to
move forward.
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I come as Mother and Queen of Peace, so that Peace comes to be born again in the heart of
humanity, and does not disappear from the world.

I come as Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity, to conceive the Holy Spirit in each
human heart and this way to remove the veils of ignorance that separate My children from God and
from the Universe in which He lives.

I come as Mother of the World and Universal Mother, to unveil mysteries that have been hidden to
the hearts of the world during all these centuries of existence, because few have been able to
overcome the knowledge and the barriers of the mind, to dive into the Infinite of the Heart of God,
through their own heart.

Today I invite you, My children, again to awakening, to the discovery of God through prayer, to the
discovery of Love through communion, to the discovery of Piety through a real fast for the souls.

As Mother and pilgrim, I invite you to accompany My steps, to live My words, that are not Mine,
but the Echo of the Voice of God, resonating in the world through His Faithful Messengers.

It is time to awaken, beloved children, to live a life of greater Fraternity and Peace, through constant
service and through daily prayer.

Count on My presence to take new steps towards transformation and reconversion. Count on the
Voice of My Son to open your hearts and call them to follow in His steps.

God delivers, at this time, Heaven into the hands of humanity. Who will know how to accept?

The Universe of God awaits you.

I love you and bless you for all Eternity.

I thank you for letting yourselves be guided by My Heart.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of Trinity.


